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Preface
This document lists issues fixed in the release and issues that were known at the time of the release
(with a workaround if one exists). This document may be updated. The most current version can be
found on the RSA Archer Community on RSA Link.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc

The audience for this document is the RSA Archer administrator.

For information on installing RSA Archer, see the RSA Archer Installation and Upgrade Guide.

For information on what's new in RSA Archer, see the RSA Archer What's New Guide.

RSA Archer Documentation
You can access RSA Archer documentation on the Archer Customer/Partner Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community

Document Description

Release Notes A list of issues fixed in the release and a list of issues known at the time of the
release. Available in PDF format.

What's New
Guide

Overview of the new and updated features in the current release. Overview of the
differences between RSA Archer version 5.x and version 6.x. Suggestions on
planning for moving from 5.x to 6.x are included. This information is available in
the RSA Archer Online Documentation and in PDF format.

Installation
and Upgrade
Guide

Instructions for installing the latest RSA Archer release, and upgrading from 5.x
and 6.x to the latest release. Available in PDF format.
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Document Description

Online
Documentation

Information for using RSA Archer including how to set up and maintain the
Platform, how to use the Platform features, how to use the RESTful and Web
APIs, security configuration information, and how to install and use the solution
use cases. Available from within the product in HTML5 format using context-
sensitive links, as well as in a Zip format for local installation. The Online
Documentation is also available in full on the RSA Archer Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-
customer-partner-community. Content from the Online Documentation system is
also available in PDF format, divided in to the following guides:

l Administrator's Guide

l User's Guide

l RESTful API Guide

l Web API Guide

l Security Configuration Guide

l Use Case Guides (one guide for each of the available solution use cases)

Archer Control
Panel (ACP)
Help

Information for using the RSA Archer Control Panel module to manage the
internal settings of the Platform, such as license keys, global paths and settings.
Available from within the ACP module, in a ZIP format for local installation, and
in PDF format.

Support and Service

Customer Support Information https://community.rsa.com/community/rsa-customer-support

Customer Support E-mail archersupport@rsa.com

Other Resources

Resource Description

RSA Archer
Community
on
RSA Link

Our public forum, on the RSA Link Community platform, brings together customers,
prospects, consultants, RSA Archer thought leaders, partners and analysts to talk
about GRC as a practice, and includes product demos, GRC videos, white papers,
blogs and more.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc
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Resource Description

RSA Archer
Customer /
Partner
Community
on
RSA Link

Our private community, is a powerful governance, risk and compliance online
network that promotes collaboration among RSA Archer customers, partners,
industry analysts, and product experts. Engaging with the RSA Archer Community
on RSA Link enables you to collaborate to solve problems, build best practices,
establish peer connections and engage with RSA Archer thought leaders.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community

RSA Ready RSA's Technology Partner Program is where third parties gain access to RSA
Software in order to develop an interoperability and have it documented and
certified. RSA Ready certifications are posted to an online community and
supported by RSA Support.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/rsa-ready

RSA
Exchange
for
RSA Archer

The RSA Exchange for RSA Archer offerings help you rapidly deploy adjacent or
supporting risk business processes, quickly integrate new risk data sources, and
implement administrative utilities to make the most out of their risk and compliance
investment.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/exchange
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Release 6.3 Patch 7
RSA Archer release 6.3 Patch 7 contains Fixed Issues.

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 7
This section lists security issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Security ARCHER-
49186,
ARCHER-
48814,
ARCHER-
50813

Please see the following posted RSA Archer Suite Security
Advisories for information on the fixes in this release:

l DSA-2018-130

l DSA-2018-131

The advisories are located at:
https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-
grc/advisories/security-advisories

Release 6.3 Patch 7 8
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Release 6.3 Patch 6
RSA Archer release 6.3 Patch 6 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in release 6.3 Patch 6

l Known Issues in release 6.3 Patch 6

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 6
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Access Control,
Documentation,
Help System

ARCHER-
48551

The rules governing user passwords that prohibit more than
three consecutive matching characters and more than three
consecutive characters from the user name are not documented
in the Online Documentation.

Access Control,
Reports, UI

ARCHER-
46145

The Date Range filter does not function as expected in the
Security Events report page when displayed in a Firefox
browser.

ACP,
Documentation

ARCHER-
49154

The Archer Control Panel Help topic Filtering Jobs does not
contain descriptions of all the Job Types listed on the Server
tab in the Job Engine Manager.

API (Web, Rest,
other)
Documentation,
Rest API Suite

ARCHER-
48927

The Online Documentation topic for the Update user RESTful
API does not inform users that they must include all profile
properties when updating a user. Failure to do so sets
unchanged properties to null or their original default values.

Application
Builder,
Packaging

ARCHER-
48200

Cross-reference fields are not handled properly during the
package install for the Bulk Create option.

Calc Engine ARCHER-
47617

Calculated fields using the Round () function show errors after
upgrading to version 6.3.

Calc Engine,
Packaging

ARCHER-
41987,

ARCHER-
43935

Calculation updates in fields in a leveled application installed
from a package do not calculate to the new values for existing
records.

Release 6.3 Patch 6 9
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Component Issue Description

Content Save and
Delete

ARCHER-
31936

Intermittent data integrity issues occur with the Value List
checkbox field type.

Data Import, UI ARCHER-
41322

Only one sub-form displays in the front office Data Import
when accessed through the mega menu option.

Data Publications ARCHER-
44626

The Data Publication Service job fails and creates duplicate
records.

Documentation ARCHER-
48955

The Platform Help topic entitled Generating the Run Detail
Report does not contain enough details about the meaning of
the elements of the report.

Documentation,
Help System

ARCHER-
48323

The Instance Use Category setting in the Archer Control Panel
is not documented in the Archer Control Panel Help system.

Documentation,
Rest API Suite

ARCHER-
49227

The Get all users, Get user by ID, and Get users by group
APIs do not contain sufficient information about the use of
POST and OData queries.

Global Search,
Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
48121

A Global Search using Japanese characters does not return
specified results. This problem occurs in Internet Explorer, but
not in Google Chrome or Firefox browsers.

Global Search,
Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
42364

Inclusion of an umlaut character in search expressions
prevents the Global Search feature from returning any results.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
47574

The translation in a German locale of "Shrink" for the word
"Collapse" is incorrect. The correct translation is
"Ausblenden".

Globalization and
Localization,
LDAP
Synchronization

ARCHER-
43199

Connection to the LDAP server fails when Japanese
characters are used in the Group DN or Base DN in the LDAP
Configuration.

Inline Edit,
Record Browser

ARCHER-
48199

Records containing a cross-reference field when a values list
in the grid is present in an application or a questionnaire are
not saved in Edit mode.

Job Framework ARCHER-
45222

Some processes in the Job Engine Manager crash when
running data feeds.

Release 6.3 Patch 6 10
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Component Issue Description

Mail Merge ARCHER-
47786

When conditional logic using the IF condition is included for a
cross-reference field in a mail merge template, the exported
mail merge document contains no results.

Notifications, UI ARCHER-
46987

Archer URL links in email notifications that specifically point
to a record do not function correctly.

Print and Export ARCHER-
35641

The report name in an exported report is cut off at the right
margin.

Print and Export ARCHER-
48107

During printing in Outlook, notifications with long links display
content that flows past the right margin.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
44774

The scroll bar is not visible in the Questionnaire Comments
pop-up box when there are multiple or large comments added.

Record Browser ARCHER-
44700

Record Browser results clear when any field with the #
character in the name is used to apply sorting on that field in
the Navigation Menu.

Reports ARCHER-
47997

When a pipeline (|) character is present in the field content, the
drill-down reports in Statistics mode do not show the data
correctly.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
48501

In the Fields to Display section of the Advanced Search
screen, when the user searches for a specific field and clicks
Search, the focus is not on the search results. The user must
scroll up to get to the results.

Search and Search
Results,
Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
45111

Searching through "Record Search" Quick Link, and then
modifying search, returns all records regardless of keyword or
filters and does not honor selected fields.

UI, Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
45563

Report column names in iViews overlap.

Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
48210

The horizontal scroll bar on IViews is visible only when the
user has scrolled to the bottom of the iView.

Release 6.3 Patch 6 11
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Known Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 6
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in this
section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31183

When searching for the Everyone group, the Edit and Delete icons
are available, even though the Everyone group is set to Read-Only.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
44013

An empty tab set causes the application Copy process to generate
an error and prevents Data-Driven Event rules from being copied.

Access Control ARCHER-
41738

When attempting to edit an access role that provides Create, Read,
Update, and Delete rights to Schedule and Content, a UI exception
occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
40769

When bulk update is enabled, the Create and Enable Delete
options do not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41474

When navigating through Quick Links, the Schedule page does not
close.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41442

When searching for inactive users on Schedule Actions, inactive
users display in the search results.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41644

After completing a Bulk Create or Bulk Update action, the Bulk
Actions menu is still displayed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41755

When users attempt to access a schedule or action to which they
do not have access using deep links, an alert message stating that
the users do not have access does not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41779

You cannot add the Manage Schedule link to the Quick Reference
tab.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41838

If any of the records selected for Bulk Delete have already been
deleted, Bulk Delete fails.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41841

The Bulk Action report shows repeated global validation
messages.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41866

While Bulk Delete is in progress, search results show some
records with no value. After Bulk Delete completes, this behavior
is not observed.
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Component Issue Description

Bulk Actions,
UI

ARCHER-
41500

When you attempt to create a new reference using Bulk Create,
sometimes part of the Date & Time field name is unreadable
behind the field.

Charts and
Graphs,
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, users cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Options set to enable
Display Total and Display Zero Values.

Data Import ARCHER-
40928

A faulted data import erroneously lists the number of records in the
file as having been created, when in fact it created none.

Documentation ARCHER-
46255

The RSA Archer Online Documentation does not state that when
the record is edited, the value of an inactive Values List is not
preserved within a record.

Documentation,
Install/Upgrade,
LDAP
Synchronization

ARCHER-
43265
ARCHER-
49178

LDAP Synchronization causes some user accounts to be disabled
when more than 1,000 users are returned.

By default, RSA Archer only allows LDAP Synchronizations to
return up to 1,000 users. One workaround for this is to change the
LDAP Service Configuration file. The RSA Archer Installation &
Upgrade Guide does not state that changes to this file are removed
whenever the installer is run, which reverts RSA Archer to the
1,000 user limit and disables all other LDAP user accounts.

For more information, including the detailed workarounds to this
issue, see the following RSA Archer Knowledge Base article:

https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-46832

Field
Encryption

ARCHER-
41772

The Self-Reference Calculation field can be marked for
encryption. Encrypted fields cannot be used in calculations.

Workaround:

While editing the self-calculated field, if encryption related
warning is shown, disable the encryption status, and then save the
field.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
46142

Activity gadgets incorrectly appear in English instead of the
language of the locale.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
46184

Untranslated objects incorrectly appear on landing pages.
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Component Issue Description

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
47778

The GlobalStatsReport_Spanish.csv file does not contain all global
statistical reports. Some are located in GlobalReports_Spanish.csv.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
47794

Special characters do not display correctly in Spanish.

Globalization
and
Localization,
User Interface

ARCHER-
46312

In the Japanese locale, current pages load twice before the next
page opens.

Inline Edit ARCHER-
41827

When a Hierarchical Values List field display is not set to drop-
down, the last value does not display correctly.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
40006

On Microsoft Windows 2016, RSA Archer Configuration
Certificates that contain a space in the certificate name cause
installation to fail.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
41740

In the installer, if you select a HTTPS certificate and then change
the selection, the change is not reflected in the Advanced
Workflow RESTful URL.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
48643

Java Runtime Environment is not recognized when RSA Archer is
installed in a non-English locale.

Print and
Export, Record
Browser

ARCHER-
46300

Exporting the Record Browser page to a PDF file causes the title
text to split over multiple pages.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
41655

Creating a questionnaire and selecting the option of populating
questions from the Question Library throws an unexpected error if
the Question Library is not licensed.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
43967

If a questionnaire has Advanced Workflow configured with the
Updated Records and User Initiated enrollment options, the User
Initiated button does not appear.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41637

In the Chinese localized version of the Record Browser, the Last
Updated and First Published fields show duplicated data.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41195

After selecting the Sort option for a column containing ampersand
(&) and colon (:), the application returns no records.
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Component Issue Description

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
44033

With Inline Edit enabled, values for a Values List field type
Checkbox do not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
41877

When you add and attempt to copy a record containing the Last
Updated field, the time in the Last Updated field changes while in
Copy mode.

Record Page ARCHER-
47124

When the Advanced Display option is set for a values list field, the
Help text does not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
48979

When a user closes an already saved record in an application, a
message indicating the record is being saved displays incorrectly.

Record Page ARCHER-
50312

Clicking the Source Code option inside a text area in a record and
then clicking outside the Source Code pop-up box causes the text
area to stop functioning after the pop-up box closes.

Reports ARCHER-
47880

When searching using the History Log field, the search results
report displays an unexpected error.

Reports ARCHER-
48238

The Licensing Information Report link does not function.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37717

In Advanced Search, in the Fields to Display, Filters, and Sorting
sections, you must click a field twice to select it.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38890

When a statistical search field is moved up or down in the order,
the associated statistical operation is lost and must be reselected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41765

In Advanced Search Map Display, customized pin colors are not
displayed.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
47117

When a Multiple Reference Display Control field references a
task, and then is part of Advanced Search criteria, the field
incorrectly displays the task as Closed.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
40896

In Mozilla Firefox, the default focus is on the description box
which prevents users from entering values for other fields.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
41737

In Mozilla Firefox, entering text in the Description field and then
completing another field causes a page break.

User Profile ARCHER-
40833

When selecting the Locale, the user interface focus and selection
does not display correctly.
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Component Issue Description

Workflow ARCHER-
41918

In the Workflow designer, hierarchical values list values display
HTML characters.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
41616

After creating a new application, items in the Workspaces menu
are duplicated.

Workaround:

Refresh the page.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights to global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.
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Release 6.3 Patch 5 Hotfix 1
RSA Archer Release 6.3 Patch 5 Hotfix 1 contains Fixed Issues.

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 5 Hotfix 1
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Original
Issue ID Description

Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
44555

ARCHER-
31585

Intermittent data integrity issues occur in values list
fields.

Install/upgrade;
Jobs

ARCHER-
49753

N/A After upgrading, the Recurring Campaign jobs are
not migrated.

Job Framework ARCHER-
45222

N/A Some processes in the Job Engine Manager crash
when running data feeds.

Notifications ARCHER-
49228

ARCHER-
41671

The One Email setting is re-enabled when the
delivery option is set to Reminder.

Release 6.3 Patch 5 Hotfix 1 17
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Release 6.3 Patch 5
RSA Archer release 6.3 Patch 5 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in release 6.3 Patch 5

l Known Issues in release 6.3 Patch 5

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 5
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
41924

The user with update permissions to the Manage Dashboard
page cannot remove an IView from that page in the back office.

Access Control,
Data Feeds

ARCHER-
45331

Users with read-only permissions to the Manage Data Feeds
page are allowed to schedule a data feed.

Access Control,
Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
45102

Administrator permissions are required to create Personal
iViews.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
30152

In the field administration for a Selected item in a History Log
field, the Detailed and Version check boxes have no effect.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
44212

The Panel text for a section cannot exceed 1000 characters.

Application
Builder, Print
and Export

ARCHER-
45303

A Global Values list produces an error during the export
process.

Async
Processes,
Database

ARCHER-
47326

Jobs do not process with a polling size greater than 1 and
information level logging enabled.

Calc Engine ARCHER-
41982

Calculations do not update after changes to a record for
USERLASTNAME(EDITOR) or USERFIRSTNAME
(EDITOR).

Calc Engine,
Print and Export

ARCHER-
44660

An exported record contains a leading space when there is no
currency prefix on a calculated field.
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Component Issue Description

Connector, Data
Feeds, Database

ARCHER-
45103

The data feed for iDefense fails when adding a new value to a
large Values List.

Data Driven
Events

ARCHER-
45591

Initiating a copy of a Data-Driven Event rule incorrectly opens
the Configuration Wizard for a new rule.

Data Import ARCHER-
41200

Users are unable to import numbers that use a comma as the
decimal separator.

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
47387

Users with read-only access are able to run the Data
Publication Service.

Data Publication ARCHER-
42005

Creating a duplicate aliased data publication produces an error
instead of a validation message.

Notifications ARCHER-
41671

The one-email Reminder option does not send a notification
when multiple Record Permissions fields are the recipients.

Offline Access ARCHER-
48046

Adding new or existing records in for Audit Engagements
Offline Access generates an error.

Packaging,
Workflow
(AWF)

ARCHER-
36096

The Advanced Workflow package fails to install when the
source packaging environment locale is not the same as the
target environment.

Print and Export ARCHER-
40968

Exporting a Record Page Text Area image to a PDF document
using an absolute URL in a proxy environment displays a red X
instead of the image.

Print and Export ARCHER-
46491

After performing an export from the By <Values> view in an
application, columns do not appear in the same order as
displayed in RSA Archer.

Print and Export ARCHER-
41575

Clicking Print in RSA Archer and then invoking the browser’s
print function cause an overflow beyond the right margin of the
printed page. More columns now fit, but the paper size still
imposes a limit.

Record Browser ARCHER-
44697

The Record Browser displays no records when a Navigation
Menu configuration field with an attached sort attribute has a
cross-reference to an application to which the user has no
access.
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Component Issue Description

Record Page ARCHER-
42636

When a user repeatedly clicks X to close a record accessed
from report and the reload of report is slow, an unexpected error
reference appears in the log file.

Record Page ARCHER-
45245

When an Apply Conditional Layout data driven event applies a
read-only attribute to a text area, the area contains HTML tag
characters.

Reports ARCHER-
41859

The Current User selection in the Values box option for a sub
form field filter in a report is not preserved after saving.

SaaS, Workflow
(AWF)

ARCHER-
48204

The Advanced Workflow Service stops processing data in a
SaaS environment.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
45992

When fields are included from related applications, fields in the
Advanced Search Selected Fields box lose their scroll position
when users click the arrows to move a field up or down.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
47187

When a user clicks X to close a record accessed from report
and the reload of report is slow, clicking X again in quick
succession skips the report and returns the user to the landing
page.

Task-Driven
Landing Screen

ARCHER-
41520

When a user is assigned two roles, one with a default home
configuration set to a dashboard and the other without it, and the
second role is added later, the user's home page is set to the
task-driven landing page.

User Interface
(UI)

ARCHER-
46777

The Security Events report incorrectly displays an extra Help
button that opens the Help topic for the Task Driven landing
page.

Workflow
(AWF)

ARCHER-
43321

The BIA campaign workflow does not function when the
Assessment campaign application is not present.

Workflow
(AWF)

ARCHER-
45181

The Archer.AdvancedWorkflow.xml log files incorrectly
generate the error "CUST was created with a future start date"
when Archer Content is enrolled into Advanced Workflow.

Known Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 5
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in this
section, you must have administrative privileges.
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Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31183

When searching for the Everyone group, the Edit and Delete
icons are available, even though the Everyone group is set to
Read-Only.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
44013

An empty tab set causes the application Copy process to generate
an error and prevents Data-Driven Event rules from being copied.

Access Control ARCHER-
41738

When attempting to edit an access role that provides Create,
Read, Update, and Delete rights to Schedule and Content, a UI
exception occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
40769

When bulk update is enabled, the Create and Enable Delete
options do not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41474

When navigating through Quick Links, the Schedule page does
not close.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41442

When searching for inactive users on Schedule Actions, inactive
users display in the search results.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41644

After completing a Bulk Create or Bulk Update action, the Bulk
Actions menu is still displayed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41755

When users attempt to access a schedule or action to which they
do not have access using deep links, an alert message stating that
the users do not have access does not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41779

You cannot add the Manage Schedule link to the Quick
Reference tab.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41838

If any of the records selected for Bulk Delete have already been
deleted, Bulk Delete fails.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41841

The Bulk Action report shows repeated global validation
messages.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41866

While Bulk Delete is in progress, search results show some
records with no value. After Bulk Delete completes, this behavior
is not observed.

Bulk Actions, UI ARCHER-
41500

When you attempt to create a new reference using Bulk Create,
sometimes part of the Date & Time field name is unreadable
behind the field.
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Component Issue Description

Charts and
Graphs, Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, users cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Options set to enable
Display Total and Display Zero Values.

Data Import ARCHER-
40928

A faulted data import erroneously lists the number of records in
the file as having been created, when in fact it created none.

Documentation ARCHER-
46255

The RSA Archer Online Documentation does not state that when
the record is edited, the value of an inactive Values List is not
preserved within a record.

Field Encryption ARCHER-
41772

The Self-Reference Calculation field can be marked for
encryption. Encrypted fields cannot be used in calculations.

Workaround:

While editing the self-calculated field, if encryption related
warning is shown, disable the encryption status, and then save the
field.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
46142

Activity gadgets incorrectly appear in English instead of the
language of the locale.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
46184

Untranslated objects incorrectly appear on landing pages.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
47778

The GlobalStatsReport_Spanish.csv file does not contain all
global statistical reports. Some are located in GlobalReports_
Spanish.csv.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
47794

Special characters do not display correctly in Spanish.

Globalization
and Localization,
User Interface

ARCHER-
46312

In the Japanese locale, current pages load twice before the next
page opens.

Inline Edit ARCHER-
41827

When a Hierarchical Values List field display is not set to drop-
down, the last value does not display correctly.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
40006

On Microsoft Windows 2016, RSA Archer Configuration
Certificates that contain a space in the certificate name cause
installation to fail.
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Component Issue Description

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
41740

In the installer, if you select a HTTPS certificate and then change
the selection, the change is not reflected in the Advanced
Workflow RESTful URL.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
48643

Java Runtime Environment is not recognized when RSA Archer
is installed in a non-English locale.

Print and Export,
Record Browser

ARCHER-
46300

Exporting the Record Browser page to a PDF file causes the title
text to split over multiple pages.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
41655

Creating a questionnaire and selecting the option of populating
questions from the Question Library throws an unexpected error
if the Question Library is not licensed.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
43967

If a questionnaire has Advanced Workflow configured with the
Updated Records and User Initiated enrollment options, the User
Initiated button does not appear.

Record Browser ARCHER-
41637

In the Chinese localized version of the Record Browser, the Last
Updated and First Published fields show duplicated data.

Record Browser ARCHER-
41195

After selecting the Sort option for a column containing ampersand
(&) and colon (:), the application returns no records.

Record Browser ARCHER-
44033

With Inline Edit enabled, values for a Values List field type
Checkbox do not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
41877

When you add and attempt to copy a record containing the Last
Updated field, the time in the Last Updated field changes while
in Copy mode.

Record Page ARCHER-
47124

When the Advanced Display option is set for a values list field,
the Help text does not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
48979

When a user closes an already saved record in an application, a
message indicating the record is being saved displays incorrectly.

Reports ARCHER-
47880

When searching using the History Log field, the search results
report displays an unexpected error.

Reports ARCHER-
48238

The Licensing Information Report link does not function.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37717

In Advanced Search, in the Fields to Display, Filters, and Sorting
sections, you must click a field twice to select it.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38890

When a statistical search field is moved up or down in the order,
the associated statistical operation is lost and must be reselected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41765

In Advanced Search Map Display, customized pin colors are not
displayed.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
47117

When a Multiple Reference Display Control field references a
task, and then is part of Advanced Search criteria, the field
incorrectly displays the task as Closed.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
40896

In Mozilla Firefox, the default focus is on the description box
which prevents users from entering values for other fields.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
41737

In Mozilla Firefox, entering text in the Description field and then
completing another field causes a page break.

User Profile ARCHER-
40833

When selecting the Locale, the user interface focus and selection
does not display correctly.

Workflow ARCHER-
41918

In the Workflow designer, hierarchical values list values display
HTML characters.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
41616

After creating a new application, items in the Workspaces menu
are duplicated.

Workaround:

Refresh the page.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights to global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.
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Release 6.3 Patch 4
RSA Archer release 6.3 Patch 4 contains the following sections:

l Localization in Release 6.3 Patch 4

l Fixed Issues in release 6.3 Patch 4

l Known Issues in release 6.3 Patch 4

Localization in Release 6.3 Patch 4
RSA Archer 6.3 Patch 4 includes localized versions of RSA Archer 6.3 for the following languages:

l Spanish

l German

l French

l Italian

l Japanese

l Portuguese

l Chinese (Simplified)

All use cases and use case documentation are localized, with the exception of RSA Archer Public
Sector use cases (RSA Archer Assessment and Authorization, RSA Archer Continuous Monitoring,
and RSA Archer Plan of Action & Milestones Management). The RSA Archer use case documents
are available for download on RSA Link.

Note: For information about fixed and known issues in the localized version, see Fixed Issues in
Release 6.3.0.4 and Known Issues in Release 6.3.0.4.

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 4
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Admin Dashboard ARCHER-
43956

The Admin Dashboard data feed fails when it runs against
large databases.

Admin Dashboard,
Job Framework

ARCHER-
45614

The Admin Dashboard job handler does not choose configured
jobs without the catch-all filter.
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Component Issue Description

Charts and
Graphs, Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
46768

The Modify Search Parameters on the Search Results page
load slowly when Stats Mode is set.

Connector ARCHER-
46853

The IDefense Transporter option is no longer supported in data
feeds.

Data Driven
Events

ARCHER-
41922

A drop-down container in a filtered Values List field does not
inherit its width from its parent field.

Data Driven
Events, Packaging

ARCHER-
42191

When a user applies a read-only conditional layout to an
Multiple Reference Display Control field, the content
disappears.

Data Import ARCHER-
39714

If the user has manually selected the Do Not Import option for
more than one field, the data import fails.

Database ARCHER-
45406

When a user has added a text area field above a text field in
an application layout, copies text from one of the fields in
View mode, and then pastes the text in Edit mode, the page
displays incorrect values.

Database,
Install/Upgrade

ARCHER-
47022

During an upgrade to 6.2 or later, the Installer fails at the
database level.

Documentation ARCHER-
44706

The Advanced Operator Logic topic in Platform Help does not
accurately or completely explain the effect of the OR and the
AND operators on the results of an advanced search.

Documentation,
Help System

ARCHER-
45620

The Archer Control Panel Help needs a reference to the RSA
Archer Security Configuration Guide for users who want to
modify the web.config file for HTTPS/SSL.

Documentation,
Help System,
IIS Web Server,
Security

ARCHER-
45314

Conflicting information about modifying the web.config file for
the authentication method exists between the Archer Control
Panel Help and the RSA Archer Security Configuration Guide.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
42682

For Japanese language locales, Global Search results
incorrectly display field and application names in English.
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Component Issue Description

Globalization and
Localization,
Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
41967

For some non-English translations, the text box in the Fields to
Display section of the Advanced Search page overlaps the
label for Find.

Record Browser,
Reports, Section
508

ARCHER-
43069

The Pager Current Field and Module Report Listing grid
column filter files are not compliant with 508 accessibility
requirements.

Record Browser,
Section 508

ARCHER-
42031

Record Browser links, Select and Deselect All checkboxes,
and the Filter By tree are not accessible or navigable using the
keyboard.

Record Browser,
Section 508

ARCHER-
43070

The Record Browser results grid is not compliant with 508
accessibility requirements.

Record Browser,
Section 508

ARCHER-
47355

Record Browser column and row headers are not compliant
with 508 accessibility requirements.

Record Browser,
Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
42202

When a Multiple Reference Display Control field has a task
assigned to it in the search results, an error occurs.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
47145

Filtering a report with a nested value list is not possible if the
parent value is not active.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
42134

When a user opens an Internal Page Quicklink that has been
added to a workspace pointing to the records of an application,
the results of a search cannot be modified.

Search and Search
Results

ARCHER-
42185

Sorting of the Filter Values list after an update does not
function correctly.

Task-Driven
Landing Screen

ARCHER-
41030

The Change Home pop-up page persists even for workspaces
that are not configured as the default.

Web API Suite ARCHER-
42004

When the text contains control characters, the Search
functionality returns an error when it is accessed through the
Execute Search method API.

Workflow (AWF) ARCHER-
45733

Performance and functionality improvements were made to
Advanced Workflow.

Workflow
(Legacy)

ARCHER-
44553

Records containing SubForm fields are inconsistent when
copied in Legacy Workflow.
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Known Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 4
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in this
section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31183

When searching for the Everyone group, the Edit and Delete
icons are available, even though the Everyone group is set to
Read-Only.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
44013

An empty tab set causes the application Copy process to generate
an error and prevents Data-Driven Event rules from being copied.

Access Control ARCHER-
41738

When attempting to edit an access role that provides Create,
Read, Update, and Delete rights to Schedule and Content, a UI
exception occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
40769

When bulk update is enabled, the Create and Enable Delete
options do not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41474

When navigating through Quick Links, the Schedule page does
not close.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41442

When searching for inactive users on Schedule Actions, inactive
users display in the search results.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41644

After completing a Bulk Create or Bulk Update action, the Bulk
Actions menu is still displayed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41647

When creating a schedule for an application that has a value list
field with no values, an unexpected error occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41755

When users attempt to access a schedule or action to which they
do not have access using deep links, an alert message stating that
the users do not have access does not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41778

The Bulk Action Status dialog box can become unreachable when
moved off the screen to the left or top.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41779

You cannot add the Manage Schedule link to the Quick
Reference tab.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41838

If any of the records selected for Bulk Delete have already been
deleted, Bulk Delete fails.
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Component Issue Description

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41841

The Bulk Action report shows repeated global validation
messages.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41866

While Bulk Delete is in progress, search results show some
records with no value. After Bulk Delete completes, this behavior
is not observed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41885

If Key fields and Unique fields are selected for a scheduled bulk
action, the schedule action fails.

Bulk Actions, UI ARCHER-
41500

When you attempt to create a new reference using Bulk Create,
sometimes part of the Date & Time field name is unreadable
behind the field.

Charts and
Graphs, Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, users cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Options set to enable
Display Total and Display Zero Values.

Data Driven
Events

ARCHER-
45591

Initiating the copy of a Data-Driven Event rule incorrectly opens
the configuration wizard for a new rule.

Data Import ARCHER-
40928

A faulted data import erroneously lists the number of records in
the file as having been created, when in fact it created none.

Documentation ARCHER-
46255

The RSA Archer Online Documentation does not state that when
the record is edited, the value of an inactive Values List is not
preserved within a record.

Field Encryption ARCHER-
41772

The Self-Reference Calculation field can be marked for
encryption. Encrypted fields cannot be used in calculations.

Workaround:

While editing the self-calculated field, if encryption related
warning is shown, disable the encryption status, and then save the
field.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
46142

Activity gadgets incorrectly appear in English instead of the
language of the locale.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
46184

Untranslated objects incorrectly appear on landing pages.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
47778

The GlobalStatsReport_Spanish.csv file does not contain all
global statistical reports. Some are located in GlobalReports_
Spanish.csv.
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Component Issue Description

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
47794

Special characters do not display correctly in Spanish.

Globalization
and Localization,
User Interface

ARCHER-
46312

In the Japanese locale, current pages load twice before the next
page opens.

Inline Edit ARCHER-
41827

When a Hierarchical Values List field display is not set to drop-
down, the last value does not display correctly.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
40006

On Microsoft Windows 2016, RSA Archer Configuration
Certificates that contain a space in the certificate name cause
installation to fail.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
41740

In the installer, if you select a HTTPS certificate and then change
the selection, the change is not reflected in the Advanced
Workflow RESTful URL.

Print and Export ARCHER-
36001

Global Print and Export settings do not work in Rich Text Format.

Print and Export,
Record Browser

ARCHER-
46300

Exporting the Record Browser page to a PDF file causes the title
text to split over multiple pages.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
41655

Creating a questionnaire and selecting the option of populating
questions from the Question Library throws an unexpected error
if the Question Library is not licensed.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
43967

If a questionnaire has Advanced Workflow configured with the
Updated Records and User Initiated enrollment options, the User
Initiated button does not appear.

Record Browser ARCHER-
41637

In the Chinese localized version of the Record Browser, the Last
Updated and First Published fields show duplicated data.

Record Browser ARCHER-
41195

After selecting the Sort option for a column containing ampersand
(&) and colon (:), the application returns no records.

Record Browser ARCHER-
44033

With Inline Edit enabled, values for a Values List field type
Checkbox do not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
41877

When you add and attempt to copy a record containing the Last
Updated field, the time in the Last Updated field changes while
in Copy mode.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37717

In Advanced Search, in the Fields to Display, Filters, and Sorting
sections, you must click a field twice to select it.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38890

When a statistical search field is moved up or down in the order,
the associated statistical operation is lost and must be reselected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41765

In Advanced Search Map Display, customized pin colors are not
displayed.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
47117

When a Multiple Reference Display Control field references a
task, and then is part of Advanced Search criteria, the field
incorrectly displays the task as Closed.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
40896

In Mozilla Firefox, the default focus is on the description box
which prevents users from entering values for other fields.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
41737

In Mozilla Firefox, entering text in the Description field and then
completing another field causes a page break.

User Profile ARCHER-
40833

When selecting the Locale, the user interface focus and selection
does not display correctly.

Workflow ARCHER-
41864

If the Advanced Workflow Evaluate Content node transition rule
is applied without mandatory fields (such as a Name), the
warning message shows duplicated error messages.

Workflow ARCHER-
41918

In the Workflow designer, hierarchical values list values display
HTML characters.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
41616

After creating a new application, items in the Workspaces menu
are duplicated.

Workaround:

Refresh the page.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights to global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a Personal Dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.3 Patch 3
RSA Archer release 6.3 Patch 3 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in release 6.3 Patch 3

l Known Issues in release 6.3 Patch 3

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 3
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Admin Dashboard,
Job Framework

ARCHER-
43760

The Bulk Create, Bulk Update, and Bulk Delete content jobs
are not selected when using job filters that do not include a
catch-all filter.

Application Builder ARCHER-
45366

After editing a field property in a leveled application,
Application Builder returns to the wrong selected level.

Archer Control
Panel

ARCHER-
45069

If a user attempts to open an Instance Report when an
application is linked with multiple solutions and the total
character count of the solution names exceeds 1000, the
Archer Control Panel closes.

Charts and Graphs;
Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
45325

The Trending Chart does not function when the locale is
changed to German.

Data-Driven Events ARCHER-
45128

After choosing an action to modify, selecting another action
incorrectly displays the first action.

Data-Driven
Events; Record
Page

ARCHER-
44758

The Add New control for a conditionally displayed cross-
reference field does not appear until it is saved.

Documentation ARCHER-
45655

The RSA Archer Online Documentation does not indicate
that users must have administrative-level permissions to
troubleshoot advanced workflows.

Documentation,
Help System, IIS
Web Server,
Security

ARCHER-
44016

The value for the httpsGetEnabled expression in the
web.config file for Windows SSO and SSL is incorrectly
stated as "true".
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Component Issue Description

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
42159

When a dashboard is exported as a PDF document,
dashboard, iView, and report names do not appear in the
correct localized language.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
41313

Objects on the Task Driven Landing page are not translated
in instances localized for Spanish.

Globalization and
Localization,
Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
41811

When a user upgrades RSA Archer in which a language
other than English was the default language and then
attempts to display the Master Report Listing, an error
occurs.

Install / Upgrade,
Tools

ARCHER-
44227

The batch files for impersonation utilities do not include all
necessary port values.

Print and Export ARCHER-
41729

When a user attempts to export a record from the Business
Processes application that contains a cross-reference from
the Child Processes application back to Child Processes, an
error occurs.

Record Page,
Search and Search
Results, Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
44675

When a user is viewing a record, quick reference links to
reports do not function.

Tools ARCHER-
44711

The data feed debugger fails because the
System.Runtime.Caching.dll file is missing.

Workflow (AWF) ARCHER-
45221

Performance and functionality improvements were made to
Advanced Workflow.

Known Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 3
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in this
section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31183

When searching for the Everyone group, the Edit and Delete
icons are available, even though the Everyone group is set to
Read-Only.
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Component Issue Description

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
44013

An empty tab set causes the application Copy process to generate
an error and prevents Data-Driven Event rules from being copied.

Access Control ARCHER-
41738

When attempting to edit an access role that provides Create,
Read, Update, and Delete rights to Schedule and Content, a UI
exception occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
40769

When bulk update is enabled, the Create and Enable Delete
options do not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41474

When navigating through Quick Links, the Schedule page does
not close.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41442

When searching for inactive users on Schedule Actions, inactive
users display in the search results.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41644

After completing a Bulk Create or Bulk Update action, the Bulk
Actions menu is still displayed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41647

When creating a schedule for an application that has a value list
field with no values, an unexpected error occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41755

When users attempt to access a schedule or action to which they
do not have access using deep links, an alert message stating that
the users do not have access does not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41778

The Bulk Action Status dialog box can become unreachable when
moved off the screen to the left or top.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41779

You cannot add the Manage Schedule link to the Quick
Reference tab.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41838

If any of the records selected for Bulk Delete have already been
deleted, Bulk Delete fails.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41841

The Bulk Action report shows repeated global validation
messages.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41866

While Bulk Delete is in progress, search results show some
records with no value. After Bulk Delete completes, this behavior
is not observed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41885

If Key fields and Unique fields are selected for a scheduled bulk
action, the schedule action fails.
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Component Issue Description

Bulk Actions, UI ARCHER-
41500

When you attempt to create a new reference using Bulk Create,
sometimes part of the Date & Time field name is unreadable
behind the field.

Charts and
Graphs, Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, users cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Options set to enable
Display Total and Display Zero Values.

Data Driven
Events

ARCHER-
44707

Initiating the copy of a Data-Driven Event rule incorrectly opens
the configuration wizard for a new rule.

Data Import ARCHER-
40928

A faulted data import erroneously lists the number of records in
the file as having been created, when in fact it created none.

Documentation ARCHER-
46255

The RSA Archer Online Documentation does not state that when
the record is edited, the value of an inactive Values List is not
preserved within a record.

Field Encryption ARCHER-
41772

The Self-Reference Calculation field can be marked for
encryption. Encrypted fields cannot be used in calculations.

Workaround:

While editing the self-calculated field, if encryption related
warning is shown, disable the encryption status, and then save the
field.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
46142

Activity gadgets incorrectly appear in English instead of the
language of the locale.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
46184

Untranslated objects incorrectly appear on landing pages.

Globalization
and Localization,
User Interface

ARCHER-
46312

In the Japanese locale, current pages load twice before the next
page opens.

Inline Edit ARCHER-
41827

When a Hierarchical Values List field display is not set to drop-
down, the last value does not display correctly.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
40006

On Microsoft Windows 2016, RSA Archer Configuration
Certificates that contain a space in the certificate name cause
installation to fail.
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Component Issue Description

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
41740

In the installer, if you select a HTTPS certificate and then change
the selection, the change is not reflected in the Advanced
Workflow RESTful URL.

Print and Export ARCHER-
36001

Global Print and Export settings do not work in Rich Text Format.

Print and Export,
Record Browser

ARCHER-
46300

Exporting the Record Browser page to a PDF file causes the title
text to split over multiple pages.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
41655

Creating a questionnaire and selecting the option of populating
questions from the Question Library throws an unexpected error
if the Question Library is not licensed.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
43967

If a questionnaire has Advanced Workflow configured with the
Updated Records and User Initiated enrollment options, the User
Initiated button does not appear.

Record Browser ARCHER-
41637

In the Chinese localized version of the Record Browser, the Last
Updated and First Published fields show duplicated data.

Record Browser ARCHER-
41195

After selecting the Sort option for a column containing ampersand
(&) and colon (:), the application returns no records.

Record Browser ARCHER-
44033

With Inline Edit enabled, values for a Values List field type
Checkbox do not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
41877

When you add and attempt to copy a record containing the Last
Updated field, the time in the Last Updated field changes while
in Copy mode.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37717

In Advanced Search, in the Fields to Display, Filters, and Sorting
sections, you must click a field twice to select it.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38890

When a statistical search field is moved up or down in the order,
the associated statistical operation is lost and must be reselected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41765

In Advanced Search Map Display, customized pin colors are not
displayed.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
40896

In Mozilla Firefox, the default focus is on the description box
which prevents users from entering values for other fields.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
41737

In Mozilla Firefox, entering text in the Description field and then
completing another field causes a page break.
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Component Issue Description

User Profile ARCHER-
40833

When selecting the Locale, the user interface focus and selection
does not display correctly.

Workflow ARCHER-
41864

If the Advanced Workflow Evaluate Content node transition rule
is applied without mandatory fields (such as a Name), the
warning message shows duplicated error messages.

Workflow ARCHER-
41918

In the Workflow designer, hierarchical values list values display
HTML characters.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
41616

After creating a new application, items in the Workspaces menu
are duplicated.

Workaround:

Refresh the page.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights to global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a Personal Dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.3 Patch 2
RSA Archer release 6.3 Patch 2 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in release 6.3 Patch 2

l Known Issues in release 6.3 Patch 2

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 2
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
41521

When adding or editing groups or roles, an unexpected error
occurs.

Access Control,
Mgmt & System
Reports

ARCHER-
42975

Links in Access Control Reports do not function.

Access Control,
Session

ARCHER-
43383

When the session timeout is set in units of days, the session
timeout warning incorrectly displays after two minutes.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
44783

When a user without system administrator rights attempts to
access the history log, an unexpected error occurs.

Data Import ARCHER-
41337

When an import performed by a general user fails, system
administrators cannot view the related error messages.

Data Import ARCHER-
41852

An embedded colon is missing from the Other-Text field during
import field mapping.

Database ARCHER-
40806

When comparing the tblAsyncJobQueue and
tblAsyncInstrumentation tables, missing and mismatched
columns appear .

Database.
Install.Upgrade

ARCHER-
45071

When attempting to upgrade to RSA Archer 6.3 Patch 1, an
exception occurs that prevents the upgrade completion because
the system adminstrator ID is set to 2. The following exception
displays:

"The INSERT statement conflicts with the FOREIGN KEY
constraint, FK_tblXModulesAdminUsers_tblUser".
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Component Issue Description

Documentation,
IIS Web Server

ARCHER-
44775

The Load Balancer Machine Key instructions in the RSA
Archer Installation and Upgrade Guide include inaccurate
parameter values for the Encryption Method and Decryption
Method.

Globalization and
Localization

ARCHER-
44159

iViews exported to PDF documents do not display Japanese
characters correctly.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
40339

Mail Merge incorrectly returns code characters instead of
values when the template includes Conditional Logic.

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
41921

The Master Report Listing page takes longer than expected to
load and incorrectly displays duplicate reports.

Navigate Away ARCHER-
39312

After editing, saving, and closing a child record, the page
redirects to the home dashboard page instead of the parent
record.

Record Page ARCHER-
41385

Clicking the Save button twice on a sub-form generates an
exception.

Record Page ARCHER-
41598

After a user adds Help text to a section within an application,
the Help text does not display

Record Page ARCHER-
45029

Clicking a Text Area field does not clear default text from the
field when the Remove Default Text option is selected.

Reports ARCHER-
32927

Custom chart colors are not reflected after a report is saved.
You must refresh the page to see custom colors.

Reports;
Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
41975

Navigating back to a report from records generates an object
reference error.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
43366

The performance of the usp_get_object_content_authorization_
read query is poor because of susceptibility to bad query plans.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
43367

The usp_get_object_content_authorization_read_all query does
not function as expected.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
24918

Using a Quick Reference link to load a dashboard causes the
dashboard selector to revert to the available dashboard list on
the first workspace.
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Component Issue Description

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
40679

Single-report iViews with charts appear incomplete because
the vertical scroll bars to not scroll correctly.

Workspaces,
Dashboards, and
iViews

ARCHER-
40959

After upgrading to V 6.2 Patch 4, dashboards set to two or
three-column layouts incorrectly display horizontal scroll bars.

Known Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 2
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in this
section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31183

When searching for the Everyone group, the Edit and Delete icons
are available, even though the Everyone group is set to Read-Only.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
44013

An empty tab set causes the application Copy process to generate
an error and prevents Data-Driven Event rules from being copied.

Access Control ARCHER-
41738

When attempting to edit an access role that provides Create, Read,
Update, and Delete rights to Schedule and Content, a UI exception
occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
40769

When bulk update is enabled, the Create and Enable Delete options
do not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41474

When navigating through Quick Links, the Schedule page does not
close.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41442

When searching for inactive users on Schedule Actions, inactive
users display in the search results.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41644

After completing a Bulk Create or Bulk Update action, the Bulk
Actions menu is still displayed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41647

When creating a schedule for an application that has a value list
field with no values, an unexpected error occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41755

When users attempt to access a schedule or action to which they do
not have access using deep links, an alert message stating that the
users do not have access does not display.
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Component Issue Description

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41778

The Bulk Action Status dialog box can become unreachable when
moved off the screen to the left or top.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41779

You cannot add the Manage Schedule link to the Quick Reference
tab.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41838

If any of the records selected for Bulk Delete have already been
deleted, Bulk Delete fails.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41841

The Bulk Action report shows repeated global validation messages.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41866

While Bulk Delete is in progress, search results show some records
with no value. After Bulk Delete completes, this behavior is not
observed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41885

If Key fields and Unique fields are selected for a scheduled bulk
action, the schedule action fails.

Bulk Actions,
UI

ARCHER-
41500

When you attempt to create a new reference using Bulk Create,
sometimes part of the Date & Time field name is unreadable behind
the field.

Charts and
Graphs,
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, users cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Options set to enable
Display Total and Display Zero Values.

Data Driven
Events

ARCHER-
44707

Initiating the copy of a Data-Driven Event rule incorrectly opens
the configuration wizard for a new rule.

Data Import ARCHER-
40928

A faulted data import erroneously lists the number of records in the
file as having been created, when in fact it created none.

Field
Encryption

ARCHER-
41772

The Self-Reference Calculation field can be marked for encryption.
Encrypted fields cannot be used in calculations.

Workaround:

While editing the self-calculated field, if encryption related
warning is shown, disable the encryption status, and then save the
field.

Inline Edit ARCHER-
41827

When a Hierarchical Values List field display is not set to drop-
down, the last value does not display correctly.
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Component Issue Description

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
40006

On Microsoft Windows 2016, RSA Archer Configuration
Certificates that contain a space in the certificate name cause
installation to fail.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
41740

In the installer, if you select a HTTPS certificate and then change
the selection, the change is not reflected in the Advanced
Workflow RESTful URL.

Notifications ARCHER-
41815

When a Schedules Link-End User Pages link is added to the body
of a notification, a warning message displays.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
36001

Global Print and Export settings do not work in Rich Text Format.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
41655

Creating a questionnaire and selecting the option of populating
questions from the Question Library throws an unexpected error if
the Question Library is not licensed.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
43967

If a questionnaire has Advanced Workflow configured with the
Updated Records and User Initiated enrollment options, the User
Initiated button does not appear.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41637

In the Chinese localized version of the Record Browser, the Last
Updated and First Published fields show duplicated data.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41195

After selecting the Sort option for a column containing ampersand
(&) and colon (:), the application returns no records.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
44033

With Inline Edit enabled, values for a Values List field type
Checkbox do not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
41877

When you add and attempt to copy a record containing the Last
Updated field, the time in the Last Updated field changes while in
Copy mode.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37717

In Advanced Search, in the Fields to Display, Filters, and Sorting
sections, you must click a field twice to select it.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38890

When a statistical search field is moved up or down in the order,
the associated statistical operation is lost and must be reselected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41765

In Advanced Search Map Display, customized pin colors are not
displayed.
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Component Issue Description

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
40896

In Mozilla Firefox, the default focus is on the description box which
prevents users from entering values for other fields.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
41737

In Mozilla Firefox, entering text in the Description field and then
completing another field causes a page break.

User Profile ARCHER-
40833

When selecting the Locale, the user interface focus and selection
does not display correctly.

Workflow ARCHER-
40158

Workflows exported for print do not contain node type icons.

Workflow ARCHER-
41864

If the Advanced Workflow Evaluate Content node transition rule is
applied without mandatory fields (such as a Name), the warning
message shows duplicated error messages.

Workflow ARCHER-
41918

In the Workflow designer, hierarchical values list values display
HTML characters.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
41616

After creating a new application, items in the Workspaces menu
are duplicated.

Workaround:

Refresh the page.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights to global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a Personal Dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.3 Patch 1 Hotfix 1
RSA Archer Release 6.3 Patch 1 Hotfix 1 contains Fixed Issues.

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 1 Hotfix 1
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue
Original
Issue
ID

Description

Database,
Install/Upgrade

ARCHER-
44807

N/A The following exception occurs while attempting to
upgrade to RSA Archer version 6.3.0.1: "The INSERT
statement conflicts with the FOREIGN KEY constraint,
FK_tblXModulesAdminUsers_tblUser". This exception
prevents the completion of the upgrade because the
ID of the system administrator is set to 2.
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Release 6.3 Patch 1
RSA Archer release 6.3 Patch 1 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in release 6.3 Patch 1

l Known Issues in release 6.3 Patch 1

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 1
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
42136

Users do not receive password reset emails when using the
default instance with single sign-on (SSO).

Access Control,
Record
Reassignment

ARCHER-
42037

Users are unable to reassign record content to another user from
a questionnaire.

Archer Control
Panel

ARCHER-
42104

While a new instance is being added in the ACP, the log does
not show Job Migrator start and complete times in the correct
format. It also does not show a success message for the
following job:

Executing
Archer.Installer.Migration.DatasourceConfigurationMigrator.

API (Web, Rest.
Other

ARCHER-
41901

Duplicate GUID properties cause RESTful API calls that use
OData to fail.

Application
Builder, Calc
Engine,
Questionnaires

ARCHER-
41781

Core calculated system fields are in error when a user copies a
questionnaire.

Application
Builder Data
Driven Events

ARCHER-
42171

Links from Actions to Rules are missing.

Application
Builder Data
Driven Events

ARCHER-
43015

Values Lists using Applied Conditional Layout are not marked
as required.
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Component Issue Description

Async
Processes,
Database, Job
Framework

ARCHER-
42363

The system cleanup job does not function efficiently.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
42169

Archer-to-Archer data feeds that point to a statistical report fail
if the report returns no records.

Data-Driven
Events

ARCHER-
41894

Applied Conditional Layout does not display sections with
visible layout items.

Database ARCHER-
42763

The Statistics Update SQL agent job fails after upgrading to
RSA Archer 6.3.

Database,
Install/Upgrade

ARCHER-
43797

During the upgrade process from earlier RSA Archer versions,
the method logic for assigning the role ID of the system
administrator within the migration routine is insufficiently
reliable.

Formula Builder ARCHER-
42700

Trailing spaces cause the COMBINESELECTIONS
recalculation field to return incorrect results.

Globalization
and Localization

ARCHER-
41706

In the Advanced Search Filters window, Values List values
incorrectly display in English instead of Japanese.

Globalization
and
Localization,
Scheduler

ARCHER-
43298

The Date Selector in the Scheduler field on a record page
displays dates only in U.S. format.

Job Framework ARCHER-
24935

The Archer Control Panel Jobs Manager does not display all of
the latest completed jobs.

LDAP
Synchronization

ARCHER-
42118

The User filter is being applied to groups as well as individual
users.

Licensing ARCHER-
42124,
ARCHER-
42125

Unlicensed, deprecated objects display in the user interface.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
42149

Mail Merge ignores the font and text size for Text Area
specified in the template.
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Component Issue Description

Mail Merge ARCHER-
43793

When a Mail Merge template contains multiple cross-reference
fields that use TableStart codes, only one field is exported.

Packaging ARCHER-
42940

Package installation does not update the JOB status upon
completion.

Packaging ARCHER-
42973

Accessing failure messages after package generation causes an
unexpected error.

Record Browser ARCHER-
41878

Clicking the plus ( + ) symbol on the Record Browser page does
not expand or collapse the sub-section content.

Record Browser ARCHER-
42365

When performing an export of the Show All view in any
application, the columns do not export in the correct order.

Record Page ARCHER-
41467

Clicking in blank text area fields unexpectedly adds empty
spaces before or after the cursor.

Record Page ARCHER-
41972

Values List values that contain long text with hyphens and
underscores display incorrectly when wrapping.

Record Page ARCHER-
41973

For Task Management, the reference field search results are not
attached to the cross-reference field display.

Record Page ARCHER-
42034

A cross-reference displays the tracking ID incorrectly as the
record key in Page Layout View.

Record Page ARCHER-
43183

Scroll bars on ValuesList drop-downs close when users attempt
to click or drag them.

Reports ARCHER-
42542

The Data-Driven Event summary report does not open when no
Filters are associated with the report.

SAML ARCHER-
43476

SAML integration in RSA Archer version 6.2 does not scale
correctly for SaaS.

Scheduler, View
Mode (Record)

ARCHER-
43777

Users cannot switch between View and Edit Modes when they
access the Timesheet Task application from the Create an Audit
Engagement Quicklink in the Audit Management Workspace.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41314

During Record Lookup the OK and Cancel buttons appear
incorrectly at the top of the questionnaire page.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41422

If the initial Time value as part of the Advanced Search Filter
criteria is 12:00 AM, it displays incorrectly as All Times when
users click the Modify Search option after completion of the
search.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41974

The date checkbox in the Display/Heading option is selected for
reports that did not have it selected when they were saved.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41988

The cross-reference record lookup does not always function
properly for multiple filtering conditions.

Search and
Search Results,
Reports

ARCHER-
43210

In Advanced Search, numeric fields in the filter section default
to zero.

User Interface ARCHER-
43310

Clicking the Help button for the Conflict Resolution Screen
displays the wrong Online Documentation topic.

Workflow ARCHER-
41969

The validation message key and text are not defined in the web
string resource.

Workflow ARCHER-
42971

An unnecessary warning message generates on a Workflow
record page in Edit mode.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
43195

When a large number of workspaces are set to Required or to
display by default for all users, workspaces cannot be added or
reordered in the Solution menu.

Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
42128

Clicking a mail-to quick link causes Internet Explorer 11 to
freeze.

Known Issues in Release 6.3 Patch 1
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in this
section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31183

When searching for the Everyone group, the Edit and Delete icons
are available, even though the Everyone group is set to Read-Only.
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Component Issue Description

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
44013

An empty tab set causes the application Copy process to generate
an error and prevents DDE rules from being copied.

Access Control ARCHER-
41738

When attempting to edit an access role that provides create, read,
update, and delete rights to Schedule and Content, a UI exception
occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
40769

When bulk update is enabled, the create and enable delete options
do not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41474

When navigating through Quick Links, the Schedule page does not
close.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41442

When searching for inactive users on Schedule Actions, inactive
users display in the search results.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41644

After completing a Bulk Create or Bulk Update action, the Bulk
Actions menu is still displayed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41647

When creating a schedule for an application that has a value list
field with no values, an unexpected error occurs.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41755

When users attempt to access a schedule or action to which they do
not have access using deep links, an alert message stating that the
users do not have access does not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41778

The bulk action status dialog box can become unreachable when
moved off the screen to the left or top.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41779

You cannot add the Manage Schedule link to the Quick Reference
tab.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41838

If any of the records selected for Bulk Delete have already been
deleted, Bulk Delete fails.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41841

The Bulk Action report shows some repeated global validation
messages.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41866

While Bulk Delete is in progress, Search results show some
records with no value. After Bulk Delete completes, this behavior
is not observed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41885

If Key fields and Unique fields are selected for a scheduled bulk
action, the schedule action fails.
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Component Issue Description

Bulk Actions,
UI

ARCHER-
41500

When you attempt to create a new reference using Bulk Create,
sometimes part of the Date & Time field name is unreadable behind
the field.

Charts and
Graphs,
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, users cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Options set to enable
Display Total and Display Zero Values.

Data Import ARCHER-
40928

A faulted data import erroneously lists the number of records in the
file as having been created, when in fact it created none.

Field
Encryption

ARCHER-
41772

The Self-Reference Calculation field can be marked for encryption.
Encrypted fields cannot be used in calculation formula.

Workaround:

While editing the self calculated field, if encryption related warning
is shown, disable the encryption status and save the field.

Inline Edit ARCHER-
41827

When a Hierarchical Values List field display is not set to drop-
down, the last value does not display correctly.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
40006

Archer Configuration certificates containing a space in the
certificate name can block installation on Microsoft Windows 2016.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
41740

In the installer, if you select a HTTPS certificate and then change
the selection, the change is not reflected in the Advanced
Workflow RESTful URL.

Notifications ARCHER-
41815

When a Schedules Link-End User Pages link is added to the body
of a notification, a warning message displays.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
36001

Global Print and Export settings do not work in Rich Text Format.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
41655

Creating a questionnaire and selecting the option of populating
questions from the Question Library throws an unexpected error if
the Question Library is not licensed.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
43967

If a questionnaire has Advanced Workflow configured with the
enrollment options Updated Records and User Initiated, the user
initiated button does not appear.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41637

In the Record Browser for localized Chinese versions, the Last
Updated and First Published fields show duplicated data.
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Component Issue Description

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41195

After selecting the sort option for a column containing the
ampersand (&) and colon (:), the application returns no records.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
44033

With Inline Edit enabled, values for a Values List field type
Checkbox do not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
41877

When you add and attempt to copy a record containing the Last
Updated field, the time in the Last Updated field changes while in
Copy mode.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37717

In Advanced Search, in the Fields to Display, Filters, and Sorting
sections, you must click a field twice to select it.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38890

When a statistical search field is moved up or down in the order,
the associated statistical operation is lost and must be reselected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41765

In Advanced Search Map Display, customized pin colors are not
displayed.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
40896

In Mozilla Firefox, the default focus is on the description box which
prevents users from entering values for other fields.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
41737

In Mozilla Firefox, entering text in the Description field and then
completing another field causes a page break.

User Profile ARCHER-
40833

When selecting the Locale, the user interface focus and selection
does not display correctly.

Workflow ARCHER-
40158

Workflows exported for print do not contain node type icons.

Workflow ARCHER-
41864

If the Advanced Workflow Evaluate Content node transition rule is
applied without mandatory fields (such as a Name), the warning
message shows duplicated error messages.

Workflow ARCHER-
41918

In the Workflow designer, hierarchical values list values display
HTML characters.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
41616

After creating a new application, items in the Workspaces menu
are duplicated.

Workaround:

Refresh the page.
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Component Issue Description

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights to edit global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a Personal Dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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Release 6.3
RSA Archer release 6.3 contains the following sections:

l Fixed Issues in Release 6.3

l Known Issues in Release 6.3

Fixed Issues in Release 6.3
This section lists issues that are fixed in the current release.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
24905

In the Access History log, you cannot navigate beyond the first
page when multiple pages exist.

Access Control ARCHER-
38817

When the Force Change Password option is selected in SSO
environments, users who change their passwords cannot log in.

Access
Control, API,
Web API Suite

ARCHER-
35593

If a report contains private sub-form fields and the API user does
not have access to those fields, the user cannot use the
SearchRecordsByReport method.

Access
Control, Data
Import

ARCHER-
24910

If there are two users with the exact same first name and last
name, you cannot differentiate which user should have permission
when you attempt an import.

Access
Control, Data
Import

ARCHER-
24934

An error occurs if there is more than one value in the Middle
Name column.

Access Control ARCHER-
32393

ARCHER-
28850

ARCHER-
28851

A Key Duplication exception occurs when updating a Group with
Nested Groups.

Archer Control
Panel

ARCHER-
24502

Load balancing documentation has been improved.

Archer Control
Panel

ARCHER-
24134

When opening the Monitor Console plug-in in the Archer Control
Panel, an error can occur.
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Component Issue Description

Archer Control
Panel

ARCHER-
24157

The UserReassignmentJobHandler job type is not included for
selection in job filtering settings in the Job Engine plug-in of the
Archer Control Panel.

Archer Control
Panel

ARCHER-
24512

In the Archer Control Panel, in the Job Engine Manager plug-in,
the label text for Discontinue Job Processing incorrectly contains
\r\n.

Archer Control
Panel,
Application
Builder, Record
Page

ARCHER-
40579

Encrypted documents cannot be uploaded.

Archer
Configuration
Report

ARCHER-
31029

The Archer Configuration Report only checks against the user
account in the first minute of an hour. For example, if users log in
and log out between 1:01 p.m. and 1:59 p.m. they will not be
counted in the report.

Archer
Configuration
Report

ARCHER-
24679

Reports generated from the Archer Configuration Report do not
include sections with error details.

Archer
Configuration
Report, Archer
Control Panel

ARCHER-
24721

The Archer Configuration Report displays an error when inserting
reports into the database under certain date and locale conditions.

Archer
Configuration
Report

ARCHER-
34515

The Instance Report displays an inconsistent number of fields and
data-driven events.

API ARCHER-
28305

ARCHER-
36589

When calling the GetUser API method, invalid XML is returned if
the Email field contains special characters, such as ampersand,
because the characters are not XML escaped.

API (REST) ARCHER-
24783

The RESTful API documentation incorrectly states that the Record
Permissions field type ID is 15, even though the correct field type
ID is 8.

API (Web) ARCHER-
34446

The Web Services API documentation does not show the XML
structure for UpdateRecord and UpdateRecords.
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API (REST) ARCHER-
31649

Certain RESTful API calls using OData fail due to duplicate
GUIDs.

API (REST) ARCHER-
31461

Files that are over 93 megabytes cannot be downloaded or
uploaded through REST API.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
38750

The Record Browser page allows Add New and Data Import
options for archived modules.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
24996

ARCHCE-
3630

On the Layout tab, when the name of a field is modified and saved,
the field name does not change.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
34967

Specific date values in the Date field are converted to en-US
format. If the value is not compatible with the en-US format, it is
not saved.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
24684

When editing a record, the "Cannot deserialize dialog parameters"
error displays.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
32897

In Grid view, cross-reference fields do not display tooltip text.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
27898

When creating new applications, sub-forms, and questionnaires,
the new name is not checked for uniqueness.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
25025

ARCHER-
24602

If there is an Inherited Record Permission field on the same level
as a new cross-reference field, the Inherited Record Permission
field does not recalculate.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
24814

When deleting images from the Global Values List, the Add Image
window does not display an error when there are no other images
in use.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
24383

Removing levels of an application breaks related cross-reference
fields that are set to use the Tree Display option.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
31853

Tracking IDs that use application-level identifiers display system-
level identifiers.
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Application
Builder

ARCHER-
29007

If deleted modules are not cleaned up by one of the RSA Archer
asynchronous jobs, the modules are improperly removed from the
system.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
36086

The Delete Application Content job times out.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
24996

If the Advanced Field Display option is enabled before saving, the
copied field name does not match the name displayed on the layout.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
27897

When a sub-form or application is copied, the alias is duplicated.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
31445

Notifications from a new record in the Appointments application
are not sent.

Application
Builder

ARCHER-
38094

The following applications and sub-forms incorrectly contain
values with colons:

l Degrees and Certifications application

l Breach Tasks application

l SOC: Actor, Tactics & Techniques sub-form

l SOC: Target Details sub-form

Application
Builder,
Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
27153

Semi-colon separated email addresses are not supported in Email-
masked text fields.

Application
Builder, Data
Driven Events

ARCHER-
36832

When editing a rule in a questionnaire or application, the Name
and Alias fields are blank.

Application
Builder, Data-
Driven Events

ARCHER-
35234

After editing an existing rule and creating a new rule from scratch,
the new rule contains values from the last edited rule.

Application
Builder, Data
Import

ARCHER-
24928

If more than one colon is present in between values in a values list
import, the following warning messages are generated:

l Values list value '<offending-values-list-value>', contains extra
colons within the '<field-name>' field.

l The data feed failed validation.
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Application
Builder,
Documentation,
History Bar

ARCHER-
31835

In "Adding History Log Fields" in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation, step 7 of the "Add a history log field" procedure
incorrectly states:

Calculated fields are excluded from the history log.

Application
Builder,
Licensing

ARCHER-
36849

Sub-forms are incorrectly set to Development status.

Application
Builder,
Notifications

ARCHER-
27899

Deleting modules takes longer than expected due to the related
notification templates.

Application
Builder, Print
and Export

ARCHER-
25031

When attempting to export a copied Findings record to RTF or
PDF, an error occurs.

Application
Builder, Record
Browser

ARCHER-
33125

When opening a cross-reference record and adding a new record to
the original application, an error message stating the record has not
been saved appears.

Application
Builder, Record
Page

ARCHER-
30542

Apostrophes are not supported in Text fields configured with an
Input Mask set to Email Address.

Application
Builder, Record
Page

ARCHER-
25009

In View and Edit modes, the help text tooltip does not display in
grid fields or sections.

Application
Builder, Record
Page, View
Mode (Record)

ARCHER-
35488

In Matrix fields, the Other option does not work.

Application
Builder, Record
Page, View
Mode (Record)

ARCHER-
35487

In Matrix fields, the Default Selection option does not work.

Charts and
Graphs

ARCHER-
33228

An unnecessary special character appears in the chart error
message.

Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
32860

Cross-references can lose data if multiple cross-references to the
same application are edited on a tab that contains an MRDC field.
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Content Save
and Delete

ARCHER-
29032

While a Record Deletion is processing, an internal error causes the
deletion process to fail.

Content Save
and Delete,
Questionnaires

ARCHER-
31883

ARCHER-
27812

In a Related Records field linked to a Questionnaire, multiple
questionnaires are attached if you double-click the Add New
button, even if the reference limit is 1.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
36956

If the URL uses an uppercase S in the word "search" instead of
lowercase, the URL for a Transporter data feed fails.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
38319

When a data feed fails due to an invalid report, the status
incorrectly displays that the data feed is complete.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
33118

Convoy data feeds fail intermittently and display the following
exception:

Job was expected to be in a Completed status but was still in a
Pending status.

Data Feeds,
Documentation

ARCHER-
28175

The documentation contains a step to update the deprecated field,
Set Value Target Value, in the Data Feed Manager.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
30908

All white space between email addresses and field delimiters is
not filtered out when importing Job Status Notifications. The
warning message does not display the correct list of missing users
from the Job Status Notifications.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
32040

If an exported Archer Web Services Transporter data feed is set to
Transport Only, a data feed that has not been run will fail.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
37844

Blank key field definition fields do not correctly update.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
36957

Data feed warning messages are truncated which causes the log
reference ID and some text to be excluded from the message.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
36958

The Archer Web Services Transporter data feed incorrectly sends
the instance name when obtaining the report name.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
38045

An exception is generated if not all records have attachments.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
24970

On the Data Map tab of a Mail Monitor Data Feed, the To and Cc
fields do not support multiple email addresses.
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Data Feeds ARCHER-
32525

When a user is authorized to view RSS feeds that require
authorization, an Authorization error incorrectly displays.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
40597

The Business Impact Analysis (BIA) Archive feed does not
properly archive repeated BIA records.

Data Import ARCHER-
31205

HTML data cannot contain special characters in their data and use
a semicolon as the value delimiter.

Data Import ARCHER-
35285

The Data Import Wizard does not use the locale of the imported
file.

Data Import ARCHER-
34481

You cannot complete a data import using the Data Import button in
the solution menu.

Data Import ARCHER-
38343

In step two of the Data Import Wizard, if there is a horizontal
scroll bar present and a single field with enough content to exceed
the field length, the data is partially hidden by the field below it.

Data Import ARCHER-
39331

Using the Microsoft Silverlight version of data imports, after
updating existing records in a cross-reference field in the sub-form,
mapping the fields, and executing the data import, the cross-
reference does not work.

Data Import ARCHER-
24363

When you attempt to populate a Record Permission field with a
name that contains an apostrophe, an error occurs.

Data Import ARCHER-
33474

Data Import incorrectly identifies and processes column names
containing common phrases (Parent, Controller, root).

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
40049

The Data Publication Service does not update the Last_updated_
username field to the correct user.

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
31355

Data Publication fails if an item with the same key exists in a sub-
form with two parents.

Data
Publications

ARCHER-
24329

Data Publication Services does not correctly synchronize
Attachment and Image fields in the Oracle Database.
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Database ARCHER-
36999

ARCHER-
37000

ARCHER-
36966

Workflow Process Translations are missing from the original
feature implementation in version 6.2.

Database ARCHER-
28851

The expanded_group_hierarchy_id column is not included in the
tblExpandedGroupHierarchy table.

Database ARCHER-
29067

When attempting to open records or reports associated with certain
applications, a timeout occurs.

Database ARCHER-
30922

An error occurs when a core application is deleted and then
reinstalled.

Database ARCHER-
40820

ARCHER-
31026

There are orphan rows in tblWFInstanceState.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
38372

The Discussion Forum Attachment option is not present in the
Discussion Forum dialog box.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
33850

Discussion forum topic names do not wrap as expected.

Discussion
Forums

ARCHER-
34471

If the Topic Expiration Plan field is set to None, topics are deleted
after the Max Topic Age (days) is reached.

Documentation ARCHER-
32841

When attempting to grant record-level permissions, the field
population section does not allow the Default value to be a user.

Documentation ARCHER-
33112

The RESTful API documentation does not indicate that the
DomainID and SecurityID are required in the Update User method
call.

Documentation ARCHER-
31204

The RSA Archer Online Documentation does not provide an
adequate description of the function of iViews with embedded links
from external sites.

Documentation ARCHER-
35338

The Data Driven Event Rules documentation does not adequately
describe the Changed rule.
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Documentation ARCHER-
31175

In "Configuring Workspaces" in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation, the Reorder button and Configure Display Order
page are not adequately documented.

Documentation ARCHER-
37857

In the RSA Archer Online Documentation, the title of the Changes
to the RSA Archer Documentation Set topic contains an error.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
36585

Formula builder does not allow inverted question marks (¿) and
commas characters in field references.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
36926

In the Swedish locale, decimals in numeric calculated fields cause
errors.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
33339

The Round function in calculations inconsistently rounds the
integer up or down.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
25507

Values from the Available Fields list cannot be added to the
formula window.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
24183

The correct COUNTA function is not executed.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
24475

Using the REF function on a Values List in a Text Field returns a
space when the Values List value is set to No Selection.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
36918

Internal user group permission processing is missing the parameter
validation check.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
24784

The weeknumber() function does not work correctly.

Formula
Builder

ARCHER-
24776

When importing records, there are issues recalculating in related
applications.

Formula
Builder, Data
Feeds

ARCHER-
36442

NoValue() returns a constant string value that is handled in the
Content Formula Builder to return a null(Empty) value.

Formula
Builder,
Questionnaires

ARCHER-
28526

If you copy a questionnaire after updating the Findings field, the
QuantitativeSummary and RemediationScore calculated fields are
not saved with valid formulas.

Global Search ARCHER-
38232

Global Search incorrectly displays attachment fields in the results.
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Global Search ARCHER-
36953

Global Search displays results for applications that have Global
Search disabled.

Global Search ARCHER-
37417

Global Search does not display results from all applicable
applications.

Global Search ARCHER-
40852

Global Search results are not sorted by the most keyword matches
to record name and content.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
37600

Creating statistics report using the German language fails.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
39583

Displaying a report from an iView in the German locale causes an
error.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
37531

When the locale is set to German (Germany), users cannot edit an
existing Web Site field entry.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
37590

Japanese and Chinese characters are not correctly displayed in
CSV and PDF formats.

Globalization
and
Localization

ARCHER-
40146

In the German locale, the first letter of the each week day displays
incorrectly in the Record Browser.

HTML
Sanitizer

ARCHER-
37518

The Statistical Legend does not correctly display special
characters.

HTML
Sanitizer

ARCHER-
24517

Web Services API methods, such as CreateRecord and
UpdateRecord, do not correctly format HTML values for Text
Area fields.

Inline Edit,
Record Page

ARCHER-
39843

Using Inline Edit to make multiple changes to values in cross-
reference values list fields causes rendering issues.
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Install/upgrade ARCHER-
33712

After upgrading RSA Archer to version 6.1 P2, the Configuration
Service log writes the following error every five seconds:

The contract name 'IMetadataExchange' could not be found in the
list of contracts implemented by the service RestService. Add a
ServiceMetadataBehavior to the configuration file or to the
ServiceHost directly to enable support for this contract.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
31604

Upgrading to RSA Archer 6.2 fails due to database backup errors.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
31170

When SSL 2.0, SSL 3.0, and TLS 1.0 are disabled, Archer-to-
Archer data feeds do not work.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
37559

Some database scripts with non-English characters are incorrectly
run during install.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
41241

The installer does not prompt the user to remove existing port
bindings for the Advanced Workflow certificate.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
31612

If a username "ACP" exists, the RSA Archer upgrade fails.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
36970

When upgrading an Archer instance older than version 6.2,
package install logs are removed.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
41270

When HTTPS binding is selected during the installation, Advanced
Workflow does not correctly install.

Install/upgrade ARCHER-
30852

If default HTTP binding exists for the default website in IIS when
you attempt to create HTTPS binding and you use a certificate
from a disk, an error occurs.

Install/upgrade,
Documentation

ARCHER-
37033

The Installation and Upgrade Guide does not state that it is
necessary to install the services component.

Job Framework ARCHER-
28856

When there are multiple job engines and a large number of CAST
jobs in the queue, job queuing and dequeuing takes significantly
longer than expected to complete.

LDAP
Synchronization

ARCHER-
31834

LDAP Group Synchronization repeatedly adds and deleted the
same nested groups.
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Licensing ARCHER-
34210

The number of On-Demand Applications is incorrectly applied to
licenses. When the number of remaining licenses available is 1, the
Production module reverts to Development before all licenses are
applied.

Logging,
Notifications

ARCHER-
24327

Notifications log errors for unlicensed applications.

Logging,
Workflow

ARCHER-
28842

Advanced Workflow log files do not format the TimeCreated
SystemTime value correctly. Version information is missing from
the log files.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
40339

Mail merge code is returned instead of values, if you have
Conditional Logic with a dynamic table inside in the Mail Merge
template.

Mail Merge ARCHER-
38093

In some non-US locales, date values are not correctly formatted in
the Mail Merge Template.

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
37413

There is no indication of the progress when loading the Master
Report Listing.

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
41077

In the Master Report Listing, after clicking Add New and
attempting to filter by a specific application, the search results
display results for all applications.

Master Report
Listing

ARCHER-
38341

The Master Report Listing page takes longer than expected to load.

Nav Menu ARCHER-
38332

Menu items are inconsistently highlighted upon hover and
selection.

Nav Menu,
Workspace
Display,
Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
35717

ARCHER-
36623

When a user clicks an invalid link on the Quick Reference tab, an
error does not occur.

Navigate Away ARCHER-
36317

On clicking the close button, the page navigates back to the home
page.

Navigate Away ARCHER-
35369

A Navigate Away prompt appears erroneously after inline edit of
cross-reference text area field.
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Navigation ARCHER-
39711

When users click between the applications in the Administration
menu, users are redirected to their home pages.

Notifications ARCHER-
40157

When the "One email" option is used, the notifications on the Task-
Driven Landing screen for Task Management are based on email
instead of user.

Notifications ARCHER-
24337

Notifications with a less than (<) character present do not display
all the text after the less than character.

Notifications ARCHER-
24658

A notification with a link containing an ampersand does not save
correctly on the second save.

Notifications ARCHER-
40518

On the Manage Notification pages, incorrect and incomplete
German translations display.

Notifications ARCHER-
35186

The documentation does not include a detailed explanation of what
type of records are included in a digest notification.

Notifications ARCHER-
40835

On-demand notifications do not send any added attachments.

Notifications,
Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
27717

The Value for the Filter Criteria is not populated correctly when
the operator is Field Value Match.

Packaging ARCHER-
37747

Installing a package with a large number of application documents
causes the package to fail with a catastrophic error.

Packaging ARCHER-
24375

If there is no currently selected value or the value in the package is
equal to the value on the server, the "Require users to enter
supporting information when they select this value" button in values
list values now updates through packaging.

Packaging ARCHER-
31556

Access roles that contain permissions for CAST fields can cause
incorrect package generation warnings.

Packaging ARCHER-
24808

An error occurs when updating a notification from Separate Emails
to One Email.

Packaging ARCHER-
41802

When installing a large number of components, the UI is unusable.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
25019

In some applications, exported PDFs do not display correctly.
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Print and
Export

ARCHER-
29985

PDF and CSV record exports fail due to an automatic placeholder
field.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
30156

When the Other Default Text value of a Values List field contains
a semi-colon or double quotes, the exported CSV file contains
invalid data.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
34966

In exported PDFs, the History Log link does not open the correct
record.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
38916

In PDF exports, words are incorrectly truncated.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
38201

The Progress Status field in Questionnaires is not calculated based
on the active number of questions.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
24972

When saving a record that has the findings criteria set to the
current day and the Current Day field is blank, an error occurs.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
36074

The Questionnaire Campaign generates records for content that
failed validation. The Questionnaire Campaign Detail report
displays incorrect information in the Questionnaire Created
column.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
31200

If the RSA Archer Cache Service is enabled when a new
questionnaire is created, an error occurs.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
25016

When the Question Format Style Override option for questionnaires
is set to None, the Question Name Display option does not function
as expected.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
36894

Failed manual campaigns remain in the In Progress state.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
24883

After saving question settings, the Format Style option for
individual question fields is not displayed.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
24914

The Date Field default Specific Date configuration is not retained
after upgrading to RSA Archer 6.2 Patch 3.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
40359

In a cross-reference question field configured for grid layout, when
you add comments to the question in a record and attempt to open
the comments, an unexpected error occurs.
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Queuing
Service

ARCHER-
40677

If content is repeatedly updated while the content is queued for a
full index rebuild, the content is duplicated in the queue.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
40891

First Published and Last Updated times are not displayed in the
Record Browser.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41186

In the Record Browser when using Internet Explorer or Mozilla
Firefox, Filter By menu items display artifacts.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
38647

On the Browse page for a leveled-application, if you click the
Document view mode button, the text in the icon displays "Loading
1/2" while the page loads.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
25034

The Record Browser for leveled-applications does not display the
correct number of records at each level.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
28572

When multiple records are open, numeric fields using decimal
places do not consistently display the correct decimal formatting.
Formatting is correct in individual records.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
31306

Inline edits to the a Hierarchical Values List do not display until
you refresh the page.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
31189

All field names display as bold.

Record
Browser,
Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38335

The green arrow that indicates that there is more data on the right
side of the screen is positioned incorrectly.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
38903

In the Record Browser, First Published and Last Updated times do
not display.

Record Page ARCHER-
40937

The Unsaved Changes prompt does not display when the user
saves a record, but the save fails with errors.

Record Page ARCHER-
40935

When you add an entry to an External Links field, the link type and
path sometimes change after you save the record.

Record Page ARCHER-
40857

Direct links to Training and Awareness events do not work.
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Record Page ARCHER-
31479

The Record page does not display the loading dialog box after
users select attachments. Data loss occurs during the save process
in fields that users have not edited.

Record Page ARCHER-
34482

In Mozilla Firefox, you cannot lookup MRDC fields.

Record Page,
Documentation

ARCHER-
35473

"Preparing the Web Servers" in the RSA Archer Installation and
Upgrade Guide does not provide the following information:

When creating the Application Pool in IIS, ensure the Managed
pipeline mode is set to Integrated. Not all product features are
supported in Classic mode.

Record Page ARCHER-
38364

When the user saves a record, the Unsaved Changes message does
not display even if the save failed.

Record Page ARCHER-
34731

The required asterisk symbol does not display for fields designated
as required through a data-driven event (DDE).

Record Page ARCHER-
37493

For application fields with the Advanced Field Display option
enabled, the Help icon, Mouse Over Help text, and Mandatory
Field Indicator features are not visible.

Record Page ARCHER-
36789

ARCHER-
40949

Sorting records by Display Fields on a cross-reference or sub-form
field in Edit or View mode causes the display to move to the top of
the record.

Record Page ARCHER-
31198

Text copied in View Mode and pasted in a text field in Edit Mode
is not applied after clicking Save.

Record Page ARCHER-
24974

A calculated field that references more than one field from another
application using the same cross-reference field takes longer than
expected to calculate.

Record Page ARCHER-
32282

If you process a History Log field during the saving of a record,
errors occur.

Record Page ARCHER-
40972

After working with text fields, the mouse cursor does not return
from an I-beam to a pointer.

Record Page ARCHER-
40279

When a user returns from viewing access history or the history log
to a record in view mode, selecting any link displays the Unsaved
Changes prompt even though nothing has changed.
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Record Page ARCHER-
40390

After changing a cross-reference field linked to a Multi- Reference
Display Control (MRDC) field, you must click Look Up twice
before the Look Up function opens.

Record Page ARCHER-
32317

The incorrect error message displays when a file size exceeds the
maximum set for the Attachment field.

Record Page ARCHER-
20416

You cannot add hyperlinks to Text Area fields without setting a
title for the hyperlink.

Record Page ARCHER-
25045

After saving a record, updates to the External Links field
sometimes are not saved.

Record Page ARCHER-
40680

Direct links to Training and Awareness events open the dashboard
instead of the event.

Record Page ARCHER-
30927

The MultiReferenceFieldEditControl removes rows that have a
cross-reference or Related Record field selected in the ComboBox
without associated content. If an error occurs during the Apply and
the MRDC field contains unassociated rows, you cannot reselect
the same cross-reference or Related Record field in the
ComboBox.

Reports ARCHER-
37615

When a report from an on-demand application is exported, the
report name uses the on-demand application name instead of the
set report name.

Reports ARCHER-
28306

An error occurs when you modify and save the Drill Down Report
from an iView chart generated from a global report.

Reports ARCHER-
30834

Reports are not displayed in the user-selected format.

Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
37985

When second-level fields are included in reports for leveled-
applications, an error occurs.

Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
33871

Record searches cannot be filtered by the cross-reference field.

Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
25021

Drilling into a statistical report and then changing the drill-in report
to a statistical report causes an error when attempting to run the
parent report. A packaging error also occurs when attempting to
package the application.
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Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
30988

If time is not specified when filtering results by the Date field, the
search fails.

Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
31805

Double-byte character search does not work as expected.

Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
31275

In the Fields to Display section, if a user selects more than 35
fields for a search, not all field names display in the Selected list.
When executing the search, all selected fields fully display.

Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
38024

The value of a cross-reference field is not cleared after changing
the value in the Field to Evaluate field.

Search
and Search
Results

ARCHER-
24857

ARCHER-
38993

If you save a new record in an application before completing all
required fields, the Record Lookup filters are not applied.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38024

After changing the value in the Field to Evaluate field, the value of
a cross-reference field is not cleared.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
39834

Filtering on a cross-reference filter displays a false maximum
length message.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
24782

Searches for questionnaires, application, and cross-referenced
records filtered by "does not contain No Selection" return no
results. All records with data should be returned using that filter.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
36808

Searches for cross-referenced records filtered by "does not contain
No Selection" return no results. All records with data should be
returned using that filter.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
34590

Filter Control does not work correctly for CAST status field; the
values for selection are not populated.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
24985

If you create a new report that shows "Last Updated" with a time
interval of from five minutes in the past until 30 minutes into the
future, the report will only show new records created during that
time and not edited records that have a Last Updated value the
matches the filter.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
35079

Filtering for a sub-form cross-reference field causes an error.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40577

Updating a sub-form field in a filter within a report causes errors.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
33037

Question library lookup on the Manage Questionnaires page does
not function as expected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38911

Some sorting options do not display in the Sorting section.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31881

The sub-form filter does not work correctly when an application
contains two sub-form fields that link to same sub-form.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
32361

Searching on a module with multiple sub-form fields that contain
records causes an error.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
34196

In the Field Selection section, the key icon is not displayed when
adding the key field.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
24952

In search results, the CAST Field filter does not function as
expected.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
31347

Drill-down in a statistical report does not work correctly when a
stats group ends with a left bracket (]).

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
39324

Searches for history log fields cause an error.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38013

When advanced operator logic is added, the relationship condition
changes to Custom.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
40397

The scroll bar does not function correctly.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
26016

Attempting to sort by clicking on the name of the column in the
browser results a w3wp error.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37505

When the record permission type is Automatic, users and groups
are not displayed in the value lookup window.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37234

When expanding sections on the Search page, the scroll bar returns
to the top of the page.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
33156

Searching with an ampersand (&) in the filter of a cross-reference
field causes criteria to incorrectly display.

Services ARCHER-
34348

When the application pool recycles, the web server is sometimes
unable to retrieve the port setup for configuration communication.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
30526

When uploading a file attachment, multiple ASP.NET errors occur
in the Windows Event Log.

Solutions ARCHER-
37854

When the BIA Archive data feed copies BIA records into the BIA
Archive application, errors occur when calculating the average
cost of control.

System Reports ARCHER-
39370

When a solution is unlicensed, the Solution Diagram Report
displays an error.

System Reports ARCHER-
24774

The Application Record Permission Summary report does not show
default values for the Automatic Record Permission field.

System Reports ARCHER-
24939

When attempting to view the Roles by Solution report from the
Manage Solutions page, an error occurs.

Task-Driven
Landing screen

ARCHER-
38023

When charts are added to the task-driven landing screen, the charts
are duplicated. When users navigate to different workspaces and
then back to the home page, the chart displays twice.

Task-Driven
Landing screen,
Documentation

ARCHER-
35236

The documentation for the Tasks widget does not list the display
fields and that they are required.

Training and
Awareness

ARCHER-
24374

Training and Awareness attachments links do not open the
attachments.

Training and
Awareness

ARCHER-
32466

The start date set for an event affects the start time for the
Training and Awareness event.

UI ARCHER-
29952

The RSA Archer Community uses the incorrect URL for the
"Discuss API Development" link.

User Profile ARCHER-
37253

From the User menu, when system administrators change their
default Home page to a dashboard, the Home page reverts to the
task-driven landing screen.

View Mode
(Record)

ARCHER-
35414

In the Open Tasks/Activities section, the Attachments field does
not show the attachments from the associated task.
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Component Issue Description

Workflow ARCHER-
24376

The correct ArcherTech.Services.WorklflowService.exe.config
application settings are not included in the Workflow Only
installation.

Workflow ARCHER-
24208

The Advanced Workflow service does not successfully start if the
name of the 509 certificate specified during installation is not
"RSA Archer Configuration".

Workflow ARCHER-
24087

The Advanced Workflow tab in Manage Applications does not
successfully load if the instance name contains a space.

Workflow ARCHER-
40562

During the configuration of a permission rule, when the User
section is expanded, the User Action node does not display the list
of users.

Workflow ARCHER-
39590

In the Archer Control Panel, Advanced Workflow cannot be
configured to enforce the configured proxy server.

Workflow ARCHER-
35366

Advanced Workflow does not work when FIPS is enabled.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
33211

After clicking Save on the Personalize Workspace Display page,
there is no indication that the content saved.

Workspaces,
Dashboards and
iViews

ARCHER-
37238

When removing an iView from a dashboard, an incorrect iView
deletion message appears.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
24999

If a dashboard name contains fewer than 10 characters, an empty
box displays in the workspace menu.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31533

The font size and color an inconsistent between cross-references,
sub-form, and related record fields.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
32446

In RSS iViews, an error occurs with some RSS feed content.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
35937

Direct-to-Edit iViews do not work as expected.
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Component Issue Description

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
33877

If a Canvas iView uses a dark theme, the text stays black, which
makes the iView harder to read.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
41155

In dashboards, the iView options menu does not display correctly.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
31450

Users without Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights for
workspaces can edit global dashboards, causing the Dashboards to
disappear from the list.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
39808

When configuring a Links List iView with Data Import Job queue,
an unexpected error occurs upon clicking the link.

Known Issues in Release 6.3
This section lists reported issues that remain unresolved as of the latest release. Wherever a
workaround is available, it is noted or referenced in detail. For many of the workarounds in this
section, you must have administrative privileges.

Component Issue Description

Access Control ARCHER-
31183

When searching for the Everyone group, the Edit and Delete icons
are available, even though the Everyone group is set to Read-Only.

Access Control ARCHER-
41738

When attempting to edit an access role that provides create, read,
update, and delete rights to Schedule and Content, a UI exception
occurs.
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Component Issue Description

Access
Control,
Solutions

ARCHER-
37237

The following issue impacts only new installations of the Archer
GRC Platform.

By default, the BCM: Lessons Learned Assessment access role is
applied to newly created users. The General User role is the only
role that should be added by default for any new users created in
RSA Archer.

Workaround:

Note: You must be a System Administrator to complete this
procedure.

Remove the link from the BCM: Lessons Learned Assessment
access role to the Everyone group and associate it to the BCM:
Lessons Learned Assessment group.

1. Login to RSA Archer immediately following a successful
installation.

2. Navigate to Administration > Access Control > Access Roles.

3. Click the BCM: Lessons Learned Assessment role.

4. In the Group Assignments section, click X on the Everyone
group to remove it.

5. Use the Find box to search for BCM: Lessons Learned
Assessment and click the result to add it as the only item in the
Selected window.

6. Click Save.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
40769

When bulk update is enabled, the create and enable delete options
do not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41474

When navigating through Quick Links, the Schedule page does not
close.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41442

When searching for inactive users on Schedule Actions, inactive
users display in the search results.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41644

After completing a Bulk Create or Bulk Update action, the Bulk
Actions menu is still displayed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41647

When creating a schedule for an application that has a value list
field with no values, an unexpected error occurs.
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Component Issue Description

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41755

When users attempt to access a schedule or action to which they do
not have access using deep links, an alert message stating that the
users do not have access does not display.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41778

The bulk action status dialog box can become unreachable when
moved off the screen to the left or top.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41779

You cannot add the Manage Schedule link to the Quick Reference
tab.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41798

Scheduled bulk action notifications are not received by any of the
schedule owners when one of the schedule owners is inactive.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41838

If any of the records selected for Bulk Delete have already been
deleted, Bulk Delete fails.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41841

The Bulk Action report shows some repeated global validation
messages.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41835

When special characters are included in a schedule name,
exceptions occur in the Schedule Run Details report.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41866

While Bulk Delete is in progress, Search results show some
records with no value. After Bulk Delete completes, this behavior
is not observed.

Bulk Actions ARCHER-
41885

If Key fields and Unique fields are selected for a scheduled bulk
action, the schedule action fails.

Bulk Actions,
Record Page

ARCHER-
40449

Inline Edit for cross-references displays an extra, editable row.

Bulk Actions,
Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38961

In Mozilla Firefox, users cannot expand the lists of users and
groups by clicking the plus icon (+) that is listed for the User Group
/ Record Permission.

Workaround:

Click the User/Group name to expand the list.

Bulk Actions,
UI

ARCHER-
41500

When you attempt to create a new reference using Bulk Create,
sometimes part of the Date & Time field name is unreadable behind
the field.
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Component Issue Description

Charts and
Graphs,
Reports

ARCHER-
31276

From the Edit button on the homepage, users cannot select charts
saved as Global Reports with the Display Options set to enable
Display Total and Display Zero Values.

Data Feeds ARCHER-
25223,
ARCHER-
41949

The Archer Web Services Transporter Data Feed fails to update a
Key field that contains an ampersand (&) and creates a new record
on the first run.

Data Import ARCHER-
40928

A faulted data import erroneously lists the number of records in the
file as having been created, when in fact it created none.

Documentation ARCHER-
43036

The "Information Security Management System (ISMS)
Components" section of the Information Security Management
System (ISMS) Use Case Guide and the RSA Archer Online
Documentation contains inaccurate information about Offline
Access.

Workaround:

Download the revised RSA Archer Information Security
Management System Use Case Guide from RSA Link.

Documentation ARCHER-
43039

The "Regulatory & Corporate Compliance" topic in the
RSA Archer Online Documentation does not include the Data
Governance and Privacy Program Management use cases.

Field
Encryption

ARCHER-
41772

The Self-Reference Calculation field can be marked for encryption.
Encrypted fields cannot be used in calculation formula.

Workaround:

While editing the self calculated field, if encryption related warning
is shown, disable the encryption status and save the field.

Help System ARCHER-
42108

The "Review DPIAs" section of the Privacy Program Management
use case documentation incorrectly states that the correct answer
for question 7 in No. It should read, "except for question 7, where
the incorrect answer is No".

Workaround:

Download the RSA Archer 6.3 Privacy Program Management
Guide from RSA Link.

Inline Edit ARCHER-
41827

When a Hierarchical Values List field display is not set to drop-
down, the last value does not display correctly.
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Component Issue Description

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
40006

Archer Configuration certificates containing a space in the
certificate name can block installation on Microsoft Windows 2016.

Install/Upgrade ARCHER-
41740

In the installer, if you select a HTTPS certificate and then change
the selection, the change is not reflected in the Advanced
Workflow RESTful URL.

Licensing ARCHER-
39371

Unlicensed, deprecated objects display in the user interface.

Notifications ARCHER-
41815

When a Schedules Link-End User Pages link is added to the body
of a notification, a warning message displays.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
32352

Headers and footers do not correctly display when exported in Rich
Text Format.

Print and
Export

ARCHER-
36001

Global Print and Export settings do not work in Rich Text Format.

Questionnaires ARCHER-
41655

Creating a questionnaire and selecting the option of populating
questions from the Question Library throws an unexpected error if
the Question Library is not licensed.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41637

In the Record Browser for localized Chinese versions, the Last
Updated and First Published fields show duplicated data.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41195

After selecting the sort option for a column containing the
ampersand (&) and colon (:), the application returns no records.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41498

Attempting to perform inline edit within the record browser on a
cross-reference field with over 1000 items fails.

Record
Browser

ARCHER-
41752

In the Record Browser, inline edit does not enforce the minimum
and maximum values for values lists until attempting to save the
change.

Record Page ARCHER-
41877

When you add and attempt to copy a record containing the Last
Updated field, the time in the Last Updated field changes while in
Copy mode.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
37717

In Advanced Search, in the Fields to Display, Filters, and Sorting
sections, you must click a field twice to select it.

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
38890

When a statistical search field is moved up or down in the order,
the associated statistical operation is lost and must be reselected.
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Component Issue Description

Search and
Search Results

ARCHER-
41765

In Advanced Search Map Display, customized pin colors are not
displayed.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
40896

In Mozilla Firefox, the default focus is on the description box which
prevents users from entering values for other fields.

Shared UI
Components

ARCHER-
41737

In Mozilla Firefox, entering text in the Description field and then
completing another field causes a page break.

User Profile ARCHER-
40833

When selecting the Locale, the user interface focus and selection
does not display correctly.

Workflow ARCHER-
40158

Workflows exported for print do not contain node type icons.

Workflow ARCHER-
41864

If the Advanced Workflow Evaluate Content node transition rule is
applied without mandatory fields (such as a Name), the warning
message shows duplicated error messages.

Workflow ARCHER-
41918

In the Workflow designer, hierarchical values list values display
HTML characters.

Workspace
Display

ARCHER-
41616

After creating a new application, items in the Workspaces menu
are duplicated.

Workaround:

Refresh the page.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
41794

Users with Create, Read, Update, and Delete rights to edit global
dashboards from the Administration menu cannot edit global
dashboards in the end-user interface.

Workspaces,
Dashboards,
and iViews

ARCHER-
30070

You cannot add an iView to a Personal Dashboard using only the
keyboard.
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